11+ & 13+ Pre-Test
Assessment
With Pia Carter & Stella Duncan,
Exam Specialist Tutors

Part 1:
English and Maths assessment with Exam Specialist Tutor
2 x 1.5 hour sessions, plus written report

Experience
Pia and Stella specialise in preparing students for the highly competitive 11+ and 13+ Pre-Test
school entrance exams.
Their extensive experience over the last 15 years and their knowledge of schools is crucial in
making sure that the children end up at the place that will make them the happiest and most
fulfilled.
Between them they have worked with in excess of 400 students and their students have gained
places into their schools of choice, including most of London’s top independent Schools such as: St
Paul’s Girls’, St Paul’s, Godolphin and Latymer, Latymer Upper, South Hampstead, Francis Holland,
Winchester, Eton College, Radley, Charterhouse, Wycombe Abbey, Downe House, Putney High
School and KCS Wimbledon.
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Testimonials
“Pia Carter helped my daughter through her 11+ exams. She is a very talented and experienced
tutor, who understands how to get the best results for her students.” KL
“Stella Duncan has helped my two eldest children prepare for 11+ exams at a variety of London
day schools as well as boarding schools. My eldest daughter was successful at all the schools she
applied for including those traditionally thought of as the most academic in London.” EF

Part 2:
Verbal and non-verbal reasoning standardised assessment with
Specialist Assessor, Helene Jones
1.5 hours, plus 1 hour parent consultation and feedback

Helene has taught for 30 years, has been a SENCO and has been teaching reasoning in leading
London independent prep and pre-prep schools since 1994.
As a fully qualified educational tester, she is a member of the British Psychological Society and is
on their list of registered testers.
Helene runs Nimble Minds, London’s leading reasoning skills workshop. With her wealth of
experience, Helene is qualified in specialist assessments for exam access arrangements, has a
Certificate of Competence in Educational Testing (CCET) and a Graduate Certificate in Psychology,
diagnostic assessments and Skype assessments.
3 assessments of 1.5 hours, plus written report/consultation
£895
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